I ask you to see how the object exists waiting to fulfill its potential by being viewed and interacted with.
I ask you to look at the materials of the structure, to think about their connections to each other, how they respond and activate at your touch.
I ask you to look not for words or images but at the codex form and its inherent narrative.
I invite you to see how the paper creates form, how it shapes the textblock.
I invite you to look at the paper as a narrative-a record of time, of process, of the chaos and order it reflects of its maker.
I invite you to hold or interact with a codex in your hands and to consider the object you see and what you knew before you picked it up and what you now know from holding it.
I hope you will think about how we understand a codex and how we develop knowledge of objects.
I invite you to consider how we come to connect to these vessels of time travel, to ideas waiting to commune.
I invite you to entertain the idea that your memory of interaction and your actual interaction have changed both you and the object, that you have connected in both tangible and intangible ways which have altered you both.
INTRODUCTION
I have long been fascinated with the history of ideas; how they develop and can be interpreted in different ways across cultures and times. An idea is ethereal, but its representations take on multitudinous tangible forms. The book is both a material and representational object with this ability to hold an idea through time; a vessel and collation. As an object, it has been created with different materials, shapes, and sizes throughout history. It is in the confluence of ideas, materials, and culture that we organize information. We make sense of ideas and represent, store, and use book formats to communicate. A book is an ordering and sequencing, employing various materials often designed around the content itself. The most ordinary idea of a book-a cover, paper pages, some way to fix the order (thread, staples, glue)-is what we are most familiar with, but the concept of what a book is has never been static. It is ever changing. The term 'codex' is often used interchangeably or in lieu of the term 'book' when referring to ancient book forms, but I think it also invites the mind to consider what a book has been and what it can be.
What a codex should look like and how it should function can be considered a relationship between materials, maker, and reader/viewer. The codex can also be a representation of how narrative is conveyed. In studying books, the techniques used to make them, and the materials they are made from I learned that the narratives of the materials and makers co-exist in conjunction with the written or pictorial content.
For my thesis, I wanted to explore the narratives of the materials and the maker, and thereby to expand the idea of the codex. These book sculptures are my attempt to distill ideas and themes of time and process into physical forms that encourage change in that same way that I hope the reader/viewer will shift their idea of what a codex is or can be after interacting with them.
FREQUENCY/BALANCE
Frequency/Balance is a series of books with a repeated form. Each book is constructed of laminated walnut wood veneer and a textblock made from twenty-three sheets of handmade Japanese paper.
Each walnut lamination incorporates fours layers of veneer. The grain direction of the layers changes slightly to accommodate the inherent nature of the wood and also the desired traits of strength, flexibility, and visual interest for the reader.
The textblocks are each made from one type of fiber: kozo, mitsumata, gampi, and a blend of kozo and mitsumata. Differences in cooking time, processing, sheet-forming, and drying result in the paper for each textblock having distinct characteristics of appearance, texture, and weight which make them different from one another.
Slight variances in the wooden form, the paper fiber or the method used to make the paper invite the viewer to analyze the more obvious differences in similar objects. Changes in the sewing pattern that attach the textblock to the wooden form, the number of folios per section, and the structural balance point become apparent through more thorough observation and handling.
Unique characteristics define the individual objects in the midst of similarity, and the similarities create connections of relationship and classification within the group of objects as a whole. In this same way, when we look at the codex form over time, each object is an individual iteration within the interrelated genus of the codex. 
AS YET UNTITLED
The As Yet Untitled series experiments with the connections between material and structure. Through exploration of the movement dormant within a codex which are activated by the reader when opening the cover and turning pages, these book forms consider these actions and introduce new forms inspired by how books as structures and their component parts move.
The wooden forms are created through either lamination or bending techniques. Each type of wood has different characteristics and reacts differently to shaping; and this in turn, provides opportunities for traits of the wood fibers to become known. These attributes can result in changes in curve intensity or torque that then influence how the paper is bound onto the form.
The balance of the relationship between artistic intent and intrinsic material determination can then be enhanced or countered somewhat with further shaping and refining.
The handmade papers were created using single source bast fibers or blends to feature different traits and aesthetics in the final sheets. Depending on the object, papers were created in response to the wooden forms, existing forms and papers were brought together, or both form and paper were envisioned simultaneously. The size and number of folios was determined in relation to the wooden form. Exploring and considering the nature of the wood and the paper then guide the spacing and pattern of the binding.
Examining the physics inherent in a codex, exemplified, for example, in cover board to text block attachment and spine flex, provides opportunities to exaggerate and manipulate materials and form to re-imagine the codex. Material understanding of wood forming, paper aesthetics, sewing and folio density each contribute variables for consideration during creation of a codex. Each installation of these sheets is different, and when reader/viewers interact with the object, they create their own arrangement altering and adding to the narrative memory. For my thesis installation, the textblock form was transformed each day.
The kozo paper was made using traditional Japanese processes, and then each sheet was altered using techniques inspired by Korean and Japanese paper texturing methods. The sheets develop fine surface fibers which are created through friction. These small fibers encourage the pages to lightly attach or bind to each other. The resulting texture makes the paper pliant but strong enough to hold shape. These connections are not intended to be static, but to dynamically respond to reader interaction and encourage change and reinterpretation. 
CONCLUSION
In creating these sculptures, I have tried to discover how to tell stories of making. I have tried to envision new forms to express the connections we have to books and their histories. This expression is a dialectic of the narrative of maker and reader; neither the object nor reader narratives remain static, they change. Like a binary system, influencing and being influenced, but dependent each on the other.
Working with these materials and responding to and heightening their innate characteristics is an artistic science. Precision, repetition, and consideration in conjunction with intuition and a belief in needing to connect visually and tactilely are the best terms I know to define my approach. Through this process I have deepened my knowledge of the materials and their strengths and weaknesses, and they have also in turn reminded me of my own. Like the final object, we are both changed and continue to change.
